Adaptive input matching, based on directly adapting controller parameters to form a control effort matching a desired input, bypasses the identifiability constraints of indirect adaptive control and the perfect matching limitations of current direct adaptive exact output/model matching schemes. concept allows combination of stable parameter adjustment algorithms and optimal performance considerations. Furthermore, the focus on input matchability allows consistent control despite inconsistent control parameter identification. Examination of three diverse plantobjective classes demonstrates the immediate broad applicability of the input matching concept and provides several suggestions for further application of this new procedure for adaptive control design.
I. Introduction
Current adaptive control research is focused on the task of parameterizing a control law of fixed structure to adequately control a plant of known structure with unknown, or incompletely known, parameters. The two broad classes of prevalent deterministic passive adaptive control techniques, indirect and direct, suffer different restrictions. For indirect techniques, based1 on the imposed separation of the plant parameter estimation task and control law determination, the chosen structure of the plant must prove identifiablez. However, since most parameter estimation schemes are inherently open loop, arbitrarily imposing separation can result in inconsistent plant parameter estimates3, obviating reasonable control law determination. This limitation has been artificially circumvented by the injection of a perturbation input4 or reliance on its inherent presence5. adaptive control techniques derived via nonlinear stability theory are restricted to controller-plant pairs allowing perfect model-following6-8, since most are based on exactly tracking a desired output9-12.
Current globally convergent direct
The approach of input matching traverses these boundaries of identifiability and applicability. Input matching, as originally conceivedl3, combined an easily estimable "linear-in-the-parameters"14 controller structure with a non-parametric application-dependent a posteriori calculation of the optimal control effort that should have been applied given the previous, possibly suboptimal, input-output record. A vector equation error formulation15, based on the scalar equation error formulation of parameter estimation16, uses this a posteriori optimal control value to determine the input error of the applied (estimated) control to update the control parameters. This scheme requires only input effort matchability rather than parameter identifiability, avoiding the restrictions suffered by indirect adaptive control, and incorporates the possibility of optimality in the a posteriori control effort calculation, allowing extension past the output matching subclass of direct adaptive control.
The next section outlines a globally convergent parameter estimation scheme providing the control parameter adaptation given a "linear-in-the-parameters'' controller structure and an appropriate input error. The following sections develop viable a posteriori input error formulas for three broad plant-objective classes: (1) 
denoted as F (k). Given exact measurements of Y and U and exact degcriptions of F unknown, an estimate of U" ?an be formed relatively constant optimal control parambut with the C* entirely and updated via where 0 denotes element by element matrix multiplication so that 
and the scalar h(k) satisfies
where X.(k) is the jth element of the (4, + ..
15 The convergence guaranteed by (4) via (3) is proven using a discrete-time version of Liapunov's main stability theorem17. Note that no sufficiency requirements on the richness of the values of the F are specified, as required for consistent parameter ktimationl5 since the convergence of 0 to U", not the convergence of bility, rather than control law identifiability, obviates the need for perturbation4 or probing18 inputs.
to C", is the objective. This focus on input matchaThe concept of input matching was motivated by the realization that most control laws for discrete, lumpedparameter, time-invariant systems are of the form of (1) The idea of applying the control estimate in (3), observing system behavior, and inferring the control action that should have been taken completed the scheme by providing the input error U" -a necessary to update the C in (3). For the following objective-plant classes thzt nonparametric inferral is detailed.
Pole-Shifting for a Linear AR Plant
Consider the linear, lumped-parameter, time-invariant MCMO plant adequately described by the AR vector difference equation
where 'I is the n x 1 output, U the m x 1 input, and B and A., respectively, n x m and n x n constant parameter mitrices. that the response to a reference input R is governed by In order to utilize (2) and (3), apply the current control estimate and measure the current output. Re- (17) i=l which can easily be solved for the past input error needed in (3) Note that construction of the model (10) is unnecessary and in fact useless except for confirmation of ultimate achievement of the original objective.
However, exact knowledge of B is necessary to use (18).
This a priori restriction can be relaxedl3. In fact, if (9) describes a single-input, single-output (SISO) plant, only the sign of B and upper bound on / B / need be known to utilize (18) by their incorporation into h while maintaining appropriate satisfaction of ( 7 ) .
Since any plant with a stable inverse can be adequately modelled by (9) with a v of appropriate, though possibly considerable, length, the multiple-delayed output feedback form of (15) should adequately control the large class of linear multivariable plants with stable inverses. This extension will achieve only approximate input matching, however, since the match of an ARMA model to an AR model is exact only as v -+ W .
The use of multiple-delayed output feedback as a viable control strategy is a discrete extension of the2fnalog strategy of multiple-derivative output feedback . The expanded controllability expected via multiple-delayed output feedback versus constant gain output feedback has been investigated22. 
where Y is again the n x 1 output vector, U the m x 1 plant input, and the B. and A., respectively, n x m one-step-ahead cost f~n c t i o n~~.~~
and n x n constant par2rneter katrices, minimizes the
J(U(k))
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The flexibility and applicability, especially to adaptive control, of the one-step-ahead cost function have been examined24,X. than multi-stage cost functions, the single-stage cost function of (21) will stabilize many plants with unstable inverses using a bounded control effort, while model-matching, such as in the previous section, in general cannot25.
Though less broadly applicable
Clearly, (19) can be written as (1) . The input error necessary for use in (3) can be derived as in the preceding section in (16)-(18) by application of an estimated input, measurement of the resulting output, reformation of (20), substitution in (19) and solution as
Knowledge of B1 is necessary to use (22).
inexact value of B in (22) obviously affects the convergent value of U113. is relatively accurate, upon consistent, but incorrect, convergence of the control parameter estimates the correct optimal values can be calculated. On a continual basis this monitoring of the adaptive algorithm by a higher level decision-maker is a rect attribute of a layerable learning system model
Use of an
As long as the estimate of B 1
Note that the input error (22) for exact matching (P = I, Q = 0) utilizes only single properly weighted values of the reference and output and for one-stepahead optimal control adds only a single applied input sample. The use of further past values of the reference, output, and control input sequences in the input error formula should expand the optimality possibilities. In fact, full state variable feedback, simply a properly weighted summation of sufficient past input and output values in the discrete-time case, is achievable if the input error formulation is properly enlarged. A second adaptive stage26 may provide a feasible method of monitoring the selection of the parameters in an expanded input error formula.
V. Single-Stage Control of a Nonlinear MIMO Plant
A broad class of nonlinear, lumped-parameter, timeinvariant MIMO plants described by
where Y is the n x 1 output vector, U the m x 1 input, B and A , respectively, n x m and n x n parameter matrice:, and the G are n x 1 vector-vhued nonlinear functions, is contr:llablerby choosing a control law to minimize a generalized single-stage cost function24 (24) where R is the n x 1 desired output vector and 5 an m x 1 allowable input level.
U(k-j); i=l, ..., v; j=1, ..., w) will be denoEed as Gr(k). law is determinable as57 
which is obviously reformable as (1) . Similar to the previous technique of input application, output measurement, and input error calculation, the a posteriori input error necessary in (3) is27
Note that once again accurate prespecification of one plant parameter is necessary.
As is clear from ( 2 5 
VI. Proposals for Extension of Input Matching
The ap roach to adaptive control provided by input could be extended, as suggested in the preceding plant-objective class examinations, by:
(1) considering approximate methods of input matching such as multiple delayed output feedback for AR model pole placement or (2) expanding the input error and parameterizing it by a second adaptive process thereby increasing objective possibilities or (3) developing generalized nonlinear feedback forms allowing adaptive control despite structural uncertainty.
These conceptual expansions of input matching should be combined with an examination of further plant models, e.g. incorporating transport lag, and operational environments, e.g. including reference and output additive measurement noise.
The potential of input matching for expanding the applicability of adaptive control is readily displayed by its surmounting the identifiability and perfect matching constraints suffered by current accepted adaptive control methods. The extensions proposed in this paper offer practical suggestions for further exploitation of the input matching concept, therefore substantiating the effort of future investigation.
